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Abstract
We consider the problem of off-policy policy
selection in reinforcement learning: using historical data generated from running one policy to compare two or more policies. We show
that approaches based on importance sampling
can be unfair—they can select the worse of
two policies more often than not. We give two
examples where the unfairness of importance
sampling could be practically concerning. We
then present sufficient conditions to theoretically guarantee fairness and a related notion of
safety. Finally, we provide a practical importance sampling-based estimator to help mitigate one of the systematic sources of unfairness resulting from using importance sampling
for policy selection.

1

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we consider the problem of off-policy policy selection: using historical data generated from running one policy to compare two or more policies. Offpolicy policy selection methods can be used, for example, to decide which policy should be deployed when two
or more batch reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms
suggest different policies or when a data-driven policy is
compared to a policy designed by a human expert. The
primary contribution of this paper is that we show that
the importance sampling (IS) estimator (Precup et al.,
2000), which lies at the foundation of many policy selection and policy search algorithms (Mandel et al., 2014;
Levine and Koltun, 2013; Thomas et al., 2015b), is often
unfair when used for policy selection: when comparing
two policies, the worse of the two policies may be returned more than half the time.
After formalizing our notion of fairness, we show that
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unfairness can occur in both the on-policy and off-policy
settings. We further show that in the off-policy setting, using importance sampling for policy selection can
be unfair in practically relevant settings. In particular,
we show that IS can favor myopic policies—policies
that obtain less total reward, but which obtain it early
in an episode—as well as favoring policies that produce shorter trajectories. Although IS is an unbiased
estimator, this unfairness arises because policy selection involves taking a maximum over estimated quantities. Depending on the distribution of estimates, importance sampling may systematically favor policies that are
worse in expectation.
We then present two new approaches for avoiding unfairness when using importance sampling for policy selection. First, we give sufficient conditions under which
using importance sampling for policy selection is fair,
and provide algorithms that guarantee a related notion of
safety. We also describe how our approach to guaranteeing fairness and safety is related to the notions of power
analysis and statistical hypothesis testing. Although of
theoretical interest, the reliance of this approach on conservative concentration inequalities limits its practicality.
Thus, in our second approach, we introduce a new practical IS-based estimator that lacks the theoretical properties of our first approach, but which can help mitigate
unfairness due to differing trajectory lengths.
Although there is significant literature surrounding reducing the variance and mean squared error of off-policy
policy evaluation methods that use IS-based estimators
(Powell and Swann, 1966; Dudı́k et al., 2011; Jiang and
Li, 2016; Thomas and Brunskill, 2017), other challenges
associated with off-policy policy selection, such as fairness, have not been explored in the literature. Similar
notions of fairness have recently been proposed in the
online RL setting, where an algorithm is fair if it never
takes a worse action with higher probability than a better action Jabbari et al. (2017). This is similar to our
notion of fairness in the offline RL setting, where an al-

gorithm is fair if it does not choose a worse policy with
higher probability than the best candidate policy. However, the issues surrounding fairness in the two settings
are different due to the different nature of each setting.
By introducing a notion of fairness for policy selection
and highlighting some limitations of existing IS-based
approaches, we hope to motivate further work on developing practical and fair policy selection algorithms.

2

BACKGROUND

We consider sequential decision making settings in stochastic domains.
In such domains, an agent interacts with the environment, and in doing so, it generates a trajectory,
τ , (O0 , A1 , R1 , O1 , A2 , R2 , . . . , AT , RT , OT ), which
is a sequence of observations, actions, and rewards,
with trajectory length T . The observations and rewards are generated by the environment according to a
stochastic process—such as a Markov decision process
(MDP) or partially observable Markov decision process
(POMDP)—that is unknown. The agent chooses actions
according to a stochastic policy π, which is a conditional
probability distribution over actions At given the partial
trajectory τ1:t−1 , (O0 , A1 , R1 , O1 , A2 , R2 , . . . , Ot−1 )
of prior observations, actions, and rewards. The value
of a policy π, V π , is the expected
h P sum of rewards
i when
T
π
the policy is used: V , E
t=1 Rt τ ∼ π , where
τ ∼ π means that the actions of τ are sampled according
to π. The agent’s goal is to find and execute a policy
with a large value.
In this paper, we consider offline (batch) reinforcement
learning (RL) where we have a batch of data, called historical data, that was generated from some known behavior policy πb . We are interested in the problem of
batch policy selection: identifying a good policy for use
in the future. This typically involves policy evaluation or
estimating the value of a policy πe using the historical
data that was generated from the behavior policy πb . If
πe = πb this is known as on-policy policy evaluation.
Otherwise it is known as off-policy policy evaluation.
2.1

ON-POLICY POLICY EVALUATION

Although we are primarily interested in the off-policy
setting, i.e., the setting where πb 6= πe , we will also discuss the problem of on-policy policy evaluation. This
problem arises, for example, when running a randomized control trial or A/B test to compare two policies. In
this case, the value of each policy is directly estimated
by running it to generate n trajectories, τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τn ,
and then estimating the policy’s performance
the
Pn Pusing
Ti
πe
Ri,t ,
Monte Carlo estimator: V̂MC,n
, n1 i=1 t=1

where Ri,t and Ti denote the reward of τi at time t and
the length of τi respectively.
2.2

IMPORTANCE SAMPLING

In this paper, we primarily focus on off-policy policy
evaluation and selection. Specifically, we focus on estimators that use importance sampling. Model-based offpolicy estimators tend to have lower variance than ISbased estimators, but at the cost of being biased and
asymptotically incorrect (not consistent estimators of
V π ) (Mandel et al., 2014). In contrast, IS-based estimators can provide unbiased estimates of the value. There
has been significant interest in using IS-based techniques
in RL for policy evaluation (Precup et al., 2000; Jiang
and Li, 2016; Thomas and Brunskill, 2016), as well as
growing recent interest in using it for policy selection
(Mandel et al., 2014) and the related problems of policy
search and policy gradient optimization (Jie and Abbeel,
2010; Levine and Koltun, 2013; Thomas et al., 2015b;
Wang et al., 2016).
The IS estimatorP(PrecupPet al., 2000) is given
n
Ti
Ri,t , where wi ,
by: V̂ πe , n1 i=1 wi t=1
QTi πISe (ai,t |τi,1:t−1
)
The IS estimator is an unt=1 πb (ai,t |τi,1:t−1 ) .
biased and strongly consistent estimator of V πe if
πe (a|τ1:t−1 ) = 0 for all actions, a, and partial trajectories, τ1:t−1 , where πb (at |τ1:t−1 ) = 0. However, V̂ISπe often has high variance. The weighted
πe
importance sampling (WIS) estimator, V̂WIS
,
P
P
n
Ti
Pn 1
w
R
,
is
a
variant
of
the
IS
estii
i,t
i=1
t=1
i=1 wi
mator that often has much lower variance, but which is
not an unbiased estimator of V πe .

3

FAIR POLICY SELECTION

A policy selection algorithm is given a set of candidate
policies and must choose one of the policies for use in the
future. Any policy evaluation algorithm (i.e., estimator)
can be converted to a policy selection algorithm by simply evaluating each policy using the estimator, and then
selecting the policy that has the largest estimated value.
Thus we can use the Monte Carlo estimator for on-policy
policy selection, and we can use the IS or WIS estimators
for off-policy policy selection.
There are two natural properties we would like in a batch
policy selection algorithm:
• Consistency: In the limit as the amount of historical
data goes to infinity, the algorithm should always
select the policy that has the largest value.
• Fairness: With any amount of historical data, the
probability that the algorithm selects a policy with

the largest value should be greater than the probability that it selects a policy that does not have the
largest value. When choosing between two policies, this implies that the algorithm should choose
the better policy at least half the time.1
Exploring and ensuring the fairness of (IS-based) policy selection algorithms is the focus of this paper. There
has been recent interest on combining model-based estimators and IS-based estimators (Jiang and Li, 2016;
Thomas and Brunskill, 2016), however as both modelbased estimators and (as we will show) IS-based estimators are unfair, it is easy to show that these new estimators
must also be unfair. Therefore, we restrict our attention
to the standard IS and WIS estimators.
Before proceeding, we formally define a way to rank
policies. Let the better-than operator B , be such that
π1 B π2 is True if π1 is better than π2 and False
otherwise, for some notion of “better”. For example, we
can define V to order policies based on their values:
π1 V π2 is True if V π1 > V π2 and False otherwise. Define the optimal policy π ∗ in a policy class Π to
be the policy where π ∗ B π 0 for all π 0 6= π ∗ ∈ Π.2 We
will now formally define fairness.
Definition 3.1. A policy selection algorithm that chooses
policies from a policy class Π is fair with respect to a
better-than operator B if whenever the algorithm outputs a policy, the probability that it outputs π ∗ is at least
as large as the probability that it will output any other
policy. The algorithm is strictly fair if the probability of
outputting policy π ∗ is strictly greater than the probability of outputting any other policy.
Notice that the probabilistic guarantee in this definition
conditions on when the algorithm outputs a policy. This
allows for a policy selection algorithm that does not output any policy in cases when it cannot determine which
policy is better. Also, notice that the trivial policy selection algorithm that never outputs a policy is fair. However, ideally we want a policy selection algorithm that
outputs a policy as often as possible while maintaining
fairness. This is an important distinction: although we
want an algorithm that often outputs a policy, we require the algorithm to at least be fair. We now see that
this seemingly straightforward property is not satisfied
by even the most natural policy selection algorithms.
We begin by showing that even Monte Carlo estimation
is unfair when used for on-policy policy selection. Suppose we want to select the better of two policies, π1 and
1

For simplicity, hereafter we assume that there are no two
candidate policies that are equally good.
2
We assume such a best policy exists; however, for some
reasonable better-than operators, this may not be true, as we
explore in Section 5.1.

Table 1: The probability of each action under π1 and π2
for the example domain where Monte Carlo estimation is
unfair. Rewards, R, are deterministic.

π1
π2

a1 (R = 0)

a2 (R = r)

a3 (R = 1)

0
1−p

1
0

0
p

π2 , in a multi-armed bandit (MAB) domain with three
actions a1 , a2 , and a3 with rewards and probabilities as
described in Table 1. Notice that V π1 = r and V π2 = p.
So, if r < p, then V π1 < V π2 . However, notice that
using one trajectory (n = 1), the Monte Carlo estimator is unfair with respect to V if r < p < 0.5 since
π1
π2
Pr(V̂MC,1
≤ V̂MC,1
) = p. We can similarly show that
Monte Carlo policy selection is unfair using n trajectories for n > 1, as long as r and p are sufficiently small.

4

UNFAIRNESS OF IMPORTANCE
SAMPLING POLICY SELECTION

Unsurprisingly, importance sampling is also unfair with
respect to V . However, the unfairness of importance
sampling can be arbitrarily worse than the unfairness of
the Monte Carlo estimator, in that for any n, we can construct a domain such that IS policy selection is unfair
even though the Monte Carlo estimator will always pick
the correct policy with even a single sample! We provide
one such example in Supplementary Material A. In this
section, we present two examples that highlight how the
unfairness of importance sampling can arise in counterintuitive ways in practically interesting settings, motivating the importance of caring about satisfying fairness.
4.1

IS FAVORS MYOPIC POLICIES

In the following example we show that even when comparing two policies that are equally close to the behavior
policy, importance sampling can still be unfair. In particular, we show that using IS for policy selection could
be biased in favor of myopic policies, which could be of
significant practical concern. This may come up in practical settings where we are interested in comparing more
heuristic methods of planning (e.g., short look-ahead) to
full-horizon planning methods. If we have the correct
model class, full horizon planning is expected to be optimal, however it is both computationally expensive (so
possibly not even tractable) and potentially sub-optimal
if our model class is incorrect (e.g., our state representation is inaccurate or the world is a POMDP but we are
modeling it as a MDP). Thus, we may be interested in
comparing full-horizon planning (or an approximation
thereof) to myopic planning, and the following exam-

R(aL ) = 1

s1

R(aR ) = 0

R(aR ) = 0
s2
R(aL ) = 1
R(aL ) = 1

s3

R(aR ) = 0

...

R(aR ) = 0

s10

R(aR ) = 10

R(aL ) = 1

Figure 1: Domain in Section 4.1. The agent is in a chain of length 10. In each state, the agent can either go right (aR )
which progresses the agent along the chain and gives a reward of 0 unless the agent is in s10 , in which case it gives a
reward of 10 (and keeps the agent in the s10 ), or go left (aL ), which takes the agent back to state s1 and gives a reward
of 1.
with probability 0.5

s0

R(aX ) = 1
R(aY ) = 0

s1

R(aX ) = 1
R(aY ) = 0

with probability 0.5

s2

s0

R(aX ) = 0
R(aY ) = 1

s1

R(aX ) = 0
R(aY ) = 1

...

R(aX ) = 0
R(aY ) = 1

sL

Figure 2: Domain in Section 4.2. The agent is placed uniformly at random in either a chain MDP of length 2 or a
chain of length L. At each time step, action aX deterministically gives a reward of 1 to the agent if the agent is in the
chain of length 2 and 0 otherwise, and action aY deterministically gives a reward of 1 to the agent if the agent is in the
chain of length L and 0 otherwise. Both actions progress the agent along the chain.
ple shows that IS can sometimes favor policies resulting
from myopic planning even when full horizon planning
is optimal.
Consider the MDP given in Figure 1. Now suppose we
have data collected from a behavior policy πb that takes
each action with probability 0.5 and all trajectories have
length 200. We want to compare two policies: πmyopic
which takes aL with probability 0.99 and aR with probability 0.01, and πopt which takes aL with probability 0.01
and aR with probability 0.99. (Note: the actual optimal
policy is to always take aR , for which πopt is a slightly
stochastic version.) Notice that the probability distribution of importance weights is the same for both πmyopic
and πopt , so both are equally close to the behavior policy in terms of probability distributions over trajectories.
However, for datasets that are not large enough, the importance sampling estimate will be larger for πmyopic
than for πopt , even though it is clearly the worse policy.
For example, when we have 1000 samples, (1) around
60% of the time, the importance sampling estimate of
πmyopic is larger than that of πopt , and (2) around 95%
of the time, the weighted importance sampling estimate
of πmyopic is larger than that of πopt . Thus both the IS
and WIS estimators are unfair for policy selection.
The reason IS is unfair in this case is because one policy
only gives high rewards in events that are unlikely under
the behavior policy, and hence the behavior policy often
does not see the high rewards of this policy as compared
to a myopic policy. However, note that these events are
still likely enough that we can build a model that would

suggest choosing the optimal policy. IS is unable to detect simple patterns that a model-based approach (or even
a human briefly looking at the data) would easily infer;
this is the cost of having an evaluation technique that
places virtually no assumptions on policies.
4.2

IS FAVORS SHORTER TRAJECTORIES

Importance sampling can also systematically favor policies that assign higher probability to shorter trajectory
lengths in domains where the length of each trajectory
may vary. This is a problem that could arise in many
practical domains, for example domains where a user is
free to leave the system at any time, such as a student
solving problems in an educational game or a user chatting with a dialogue system. In such systems, a bad policy may cause a user to leave the system sooner resulting
in a short trajectory, which makes it particularly problematic that importance sampling can favor policies that
assign higher probability to shorter trajectories. The following example shows that importance sampling can favor policies that generate shorter trajectories even when
they are clearly worse.
Consider the domain given in Figure 2. Now suppose we
have data collected from a behavior policy πb that takes
each action with probability 0.5. We want to compare
two policies: πX , which takes action aX with probability 0.99, and πY , which takes action aY with probability
0.99. Consider the case where L = 80. Clearly πY is
the better policy, because it incurs a lot of reward when
we encounter trajectories of length 80, while only los-

Table 2: Median estimates, out of 100 simulations, of
different estimators using 100 samples of πX and πY in
the domain in Section 4.2.

πX
πY

V̂MC

V̂IS

V̂WIS

1.39
39.52

0.98
0.010

1.98
0.020

ing out on a small reward when encountering the short
trajectories. Table 2 shows the median estimate, out of
100 simulations, of the Monte Carlo estimator, as well
as the median IS and WIS estimates using 1000 samples
each. We find that while πY is, in actuality, much better,
IS essentially only weighs the shorter trajectories, so the
estimates only reflect how well the policies do on those
trajectories. WIS simply (almost) doubles the estimates
because half of the samples have extremely low importance weights. So why does this occur? When using IS in
settings where trajectories can have varying lengths, the
importance weight of shorter trajectories can be much
larger than for longer trajectories, because for longer trajectories we are multiplying more ratios of probabilities
that are more often smaller than one. This happens even
if the policy we are evaluating is more likely to produce
longer trajectories than a shorter one (because there are
exponentially many longer trajectories and so each individual trajectory has an exponentially smaller weight
than an individual short trajectory).

5

A NEW KIND OF FAIRNESS

The examples above illustrate that even the most straightforward way of evaluating policies could misguide someone about which policy is actually better under the objective of maximizing the expected sum of reward. Although we showed that off-policy policy selection using
IS can be much less fair than doing on-policy Monte
Carlo estimation, the fact that on-policy estimation is
also unfair suggests that perhaps we are using the wrong
measure of performance to construct our better-than operators. The problem is that, even if π1 usually produces
trajectories with more reward than those produced by
π2 , it could still be that V π1 < V π2 if there is a rare
trajectory with very large reward that is more likely under π2 . It is therefore worth considering a different notion of “better-than” that better captures which policy is
likely to perform better given a fixed and finite amount
of historical data. This can be captured using the following better-than operator, which we refer to as better-than
with respect to Monte Carlo estimation: π1 MC,n π2 is
π1
π2
π1
π2
True if Pr(V̂MC,n
> V̂MC,n
) ≥ Pr(V̂MC,n
< V̂MC,n
),
and False otherwise.
Notice that this notion of better-than is also exactly what

we would want to use if we want to find a policy where
we optimize our chance of beating a baseline in an experiment or A/B test with n samples (i.e., obtaining a
statistically significant result). Also, notice that we have
a different better-than operator for each n, which is not
necessarily related to the number of samples that we have
from our behavior policy πb . (For example, we may
have collected data from interactions with 1,000 users,
but want to deploy a policy and expect one million users
to use it; in that case we may want to be fair with respect
to MC,106 .) We will use MC to refer to this notion of
better-than in general (even though it is not technically
a better-than operator without specifying the number of
samples). Of course, for this new better-than operator,
the Monte Carlo estimator is fair by definition. It is interesting to note that if the distribution over the sum of
rewards under the two policies are symmetric distributions (e.g., normal distributions), then the two better-than
operators are equivalent. It may seem as though it is easier to satisfy fairness for importance sampling with respect to MC,n than with respect to V ; however, we
will show below that, at least in some sense, this is not
the case. However, we can present conditions where both
are satisfied simultaneously. We will henceforth consider
and present results with respect to both notions of fairness (i.e., fairness with respect to V and fairness with
respect to MC,n ). But we will first consider some counterintuitive properties of this new better-than operator.
5.1

FAIRNESS AND NON-TRANSITIVITY

It is a well-known result in probability theory that there
exists random variables X, Y , and Z such that Pr(X >
Y ) > 0.5 and Pr(Y > Z) > 0.5, but Pr(Z > X) >
0.5 as well, indicating that comparing between random
variables in such a way is non-transitive (Trybuła, 1961;
Gardner, 1970). We claim that this non-transitivity holds
for the ordering induced by the MC,n operator as well.
This is shown in Supplementary Material B. In fact, it
is possible that for any policy π, there is another policy
π 0 where MC,n (π 0 , π) = True, meaning a best policy
might not exist with respect to MC .
The good news is that over fifty years ago,
Trybuła (1965) showed that for any m independent random variables X1 , . . . , Xm , min{Pr(X1 >
X2 ), . . . Pr(Xm−1 > Xm ), Pr(Xm > X1 )} < 0.75.
Thus, in order to avoid such non-transitivity, we motivate
a new kind of fairness:
Definition 5.1. An algorithm is transitively fair with respect to a better-than operator B if it is fair with respect to B and if the algorithm does not output a policy
when comparing two policies from a set of policies π1 ,
. . . , πk such that πi B πi+1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} and

π k B π 1 .
Clearly any algorithm that is fair with respect to V is
also transitively fair, as comparing real numbers is a transitive operation. This is not the case for any algorithm
that is fair with respect to MC,n , but one way to ensure
transitive fairness in this case is to not only be fair with
respect to MC,n , but to also not output a policy unless
π1
π2
Pr(V̂MC,n
> V̂MC,n
) ≥ 0.75.

6

GUARANTEEING FAIRNESS

Given that importance sampling is not fair in general, we
would like to understand under what conditions we can
guarantee importance sampling can be used to do fair
policy selection. Recall that even Monte Carlo estimation is not fair, so we would also like to give conditions
for which we can guarantee on-policy policy selection
can be done fairly. Thus, we are interested in guaranteeing the following four notions of fairness: (1) fairness
with respect to V when we have samples from each
policy, (2) fairness with respect to MC,n when we have
samples from each policy, (3) fairness with respect to V
when we have samples from a behavior policy, and (4)
fairness with respect to MC,n when we have samples
from a behavior policy.
Notice that case (2) is satisfied whenever we use Monte
Carlo estimation for policy selection by definition of
MC . We now give theorems describing the conditions
under which we can satisfy the remaining three cases.
π
Let VMax
be the largest value that could result from polπ
icy π and wMax
be the largest importance weight possible
for policy π with samples drawn from behavior policy
πb . In what follows, for simplicity, we assume that the
minimum possible value of a trajectory for all policies is
0.3 Our results can be extended in the case that this is not
true by considering the minimum possible value for each
policy. Theorem 6.1 gives the conditions for which using the on-policy Monte Carlo estimator is fair for policy
selection, when comparing between two policies.
Theorem 6.1. Using the on-policy Monte Carlo estimator for policy selection when we have n samples
from each of policies π1 and q
π2 is fair provided that
π1
π2
2n
VMax
+ VMax
≤ |V π1 − V π2 | ln
2 We can guarantee
strict fairness if the inequality above is strict.

Similarly, Theorem 6.2 gives conditions for which using
the importance sampling estimator for policy selection is
guaranteed to be fair with respect to V . Algorithm 1 is
3

In the off-policy case, all our results also hold under the
very mild assumption that for each policy we evaluate there is
some trajectory that has non-zero probability under πb but has
0 probability under the evaluation policy.

a fair policy selection algorithm that guarantees fairness
whenever the condition in Theorem 6.2 is met, and otherwise returns No Fair Comparison, provided that
 ≥ |V π1 − V π2 | and δ ≥ 0.5. Setting δ = 0.5 is sufficient to guarantee fairness, but we can guarantee stronger
notions of fairness by choosing some δ > 0.5 (i.e., whenever the algorithm outputs a policy, it outputs the better
policy with probability at least δ > 0.5). While we only
consider comparing between two policies in this section,
we can extend our results to the case where we select a
policy from a class of n ≥ 2 policies, as we show in
Supplementary Material D.
Theorem 6.2. Using importance sampling for policy selection when we have n samples from the behavior policy
is fair with respect to V , provided that
r
2n
π1
π1
π2
π2
wMax
VMax
+ wMax
VMax
≤ |V π1 − V π2 |
ln 2
We can guarantee strict fairness if the inequality above
is strict.
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 can both be shown with a simple application of Hoeffding’s inequality; the proofs are
given in Supplementary Material C. Alternatively, we
can use other concentration inequalities to obtain fairness conditions/algorithms of a similar form. Notice that
Theorem 6.2 tells us that as long as neither policy is too
far from the behavior policy in terms of the largest possible importance weight, then we can guarantee fairness,
which intuitively makes sense; we can only fairly compare policies that are similar to the behavior policy. However, how far we stray will also depend on how different
the values of the policies are from each other. This is a
quantity we do not know, so we must pick an  where either we think  ≥ |V π1 − V π2 | or we are comfortable
with the possibility of selecting a policy whose value
is  worse than that of the better policy. Thus  can be
thought of as a hypothetical effect size as would be encountered in hypothesis testing. To make the analogue
with hypothesis testing more clear, notice that if we fix
the policies that we want to compare, we can instead convert Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 to give lower bounds on n that
guarantee fairness; that is, we can ask how many samples do we need before we can fairly compare between
two specific policies. This is analogous to doing a power
analysis in the hypothesis testing literature. A critical
difference is that in hypothesis testing we are typically
interested in minimizing the probability of a bad event,
whereas here we are ensuring that the better of the two
policies is chosen more often. Furthermore, in the offpolicy case, we are testing counterfactual hypotheses—
hypotheses that we never run in the real-world.
Notice that Theorem 6.2 is satisfied for a much smaller
π1
π2
subset of policies than Theorem 6.1 as wMax
and wMax

can be huge (exponential in the trajectory length). This
is not surprising and matches our intuition (as seen in the
examples above) that IS can be very unfair even in cases
where on-policy selection is fair.
Algorithm 1 Off-Policy FPS-V
π2
π1
, , δ
, VMax
Require: π1 , π2 , VMax
τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τn ∼ πb
q
π1
π1
π2
π2
if wMax
VMax
+ wMax
VMax
≤  ln2n
1/δ then
return max(V̂ISπ1 , V̂ISπ2 )
else
return No Fair Comparison
end if

In order to satisfy fairness with respect to M C,n , the
condition on the difference between the two policies
will be in terms of the difference between typical Monte
Carlo estimates of the value, as shown in Theorem 6.3.
We can also satisfy transitive fairness with a stricter assumption on the difference between the two policies.
Theorem 6.3. For any two policies π1 and π2 , behavior policy πb , and for all k ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . }, using importance sampling for policy selection when we have n
samples from the behavior policy is fair with respect to
MC,kn provided
 that there exists  > 0 and δ < 0.5
π1
π2
such that Pr |V̂MC,kn
− V̂MC,kn
| ≥  ≥ 1 − δ and
q
π1
π1
π2
π2
(wMax + 1)VMax + (wMax + 1)VMax ≤  ln 2n
1−δ . Impor0.5−δ

tance sampling in this setting is transitively fair, provided
that δ ≤ 0.25.
The theorem essentially says that as long as the conditions hold, we can guarantee fairness with respect to
MC,m for any m that is a multiple of n (which is
slightly weaker than being able to satisfy fairness for
all m ≥ n). Notice that if we compare Theorem 6.2
with Theorem 6.3 for the same choice of  and for any
choice of δ < 0.5 (in Theorem 6.3), then provided that
the conditions on the difference between the two policies
for both theorems hold, the latter is satisfied for a strict
subset of policies. Thus, we can use Theorem 6.3 to simultaneously guarantee fairness with respect to V and
with respect to MC,m (provided that the policy effect
size conditions of both theorems hold). It might seem
strange that satisfying MC,n requires a stricter test than
for satisfying V , as it might seem as though importance
sampling would be more likely to choose the same policy
as the Monte Carlo estimator than the policy that has a
higher value (when they are not the same). However, this
is not necessarily the case, as the policy that importance
sampling chooses will depend on the behavior policy.

6.1

SAFETY

As mentioned above, our conditions on fairness require
us to have a reasonable estimate of an effect size between
the policies we want to compare. It would be worthwhile
to have a guarantee that does not require us to speculate
about this unknown quantity. In this section, we give
another type of guarantee which we refer to as safety.
Safety has been considered as a property for policy evaluation and policy improvement algorithms (Thomas et al.,
2015a,b). Here we extend the property to apply to policy
selection algorithms.
Definition 6.1. A policy selection algorithm that chooses
policies from a policy class Π is safe with probability
1 − δ with respect to a better-than operator B if whenever it outputs any policy π such that there exists another
policy π̃ ∈ Π where π̃ 6B π, it does so with probability
at most δ for some δ ≤ 0.5.
Thus, a safe policy selection algorithm does not output a
sub-optimal policy often; however, it is still possible for
a safe policy selection algorithm to output a sub-optimal
policy more often than the best policy—but in that case,
the algorithm won’t output any policy often. This definition is weaker than fairness, but as we will see, we
can satisfy it without requiring knowledge about an effect size between the policies. Theorem 6.4 gives the
conditions for a safe policy selection algorithm with respect to V and Theorem 6.5 gives analogous conditions
for a safe policy selection algorithm with respect to MC ,
both using Algorithm 2 as the underlying algorithm. The
proofs that these algorithms guarantee safety are given in
Supplementary Material E.
Algorithm 2 Off-Policy SPS
input π1 , π2 , ω, p,
τ1 ,q
τ2 , . . . , τn ∼ πb
β←ω

ln(2/(1−p))
2n
V̂ISπ2 − β >

if V̂ISπ1 −
0 then
return π1
else if V̂ISπ1 − V̂ISπ2 + β < 0 then
return π2
else
return No Fair Comparison
end if
Theorem 6.4. For any two policies π1 and π2 , behavior
π1
π1
π2
π2
policy πb , ω = wMax
VMax
+wMax
VMax
, and δ ≤ 0.5, Algorithm 2 is a safe policy selection algorithm with respect
to V with probability 1 − δ.
Theorem
6.5. For any twopolicies π1 and π2 , where

π1
π2
Pr |V̂MC,kn − V̂MC,kn
| ≥ 0 ≥ 1 − δMC any behavior
π1
π1
π2
π2
policy πb , ω = (wMax
+ 1)VMax
+ (wMax
+ 1)VMax
,p=

Note that these algorithms are analogous to statistical hypothesis testing in that we compare the lower bound of
our estimate of the value of one policy with the upper
bound of our estimate of the value of another policy. This
analogue is similar to how our fair policy selection algorithms shared much in common with doing power analyses for hypothesis testing. Also note that as with fairness,
Theorem 6.5 ensures safety with respect to both betterthan operators, so if one uses Algorithm 2 with the inputs
as described in Theorem 6.5, one does not have to determine which better-than operator one is using. Again, we
find that safety with respect to MC is more difficult to
satisfy than safety with respect to V . We can formalize
this with the following theorem.
Theorem 6.6. There exists policies π1 , π2 , and behavior
policy πb for which Algorithm 2 with inputs as described
in Theorem 6.4 is not a safe policy selection algorithm
with respect to MC,1 with p = 0.5 when we have a single sample drawn from πb .
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PRACTICAL FAIRNESS:
VARYING TRAJECTORY LENGTHS

While the algorithms above provide a way to guarantee
fairness, the concentration inequalities we used are naturally quite loose in most cases, and would likely result
in returning No Fair Comparison in many cases.
Practically, it would be desirable to have algorithms that
can provide fair comparisons more often. As a first step
in this direction, here we discuss a heuristic approach to
policy selection for domains where we have varying trajectory lengths, as seen in Section 4.2. The reason for focusing on this particular aspect of unfairness is because
it is systematic (potentially arising in any domain where
trajectories vary in length), yet it seems like there should
be a way to correct for the systematic preference towards
shorter trajectories in practically relevant domains. The
idea we propose here is to compute an IS-based estimate
for each trajectory length individually and then recombine the estimates to get a new estimate. We propose using the following estimator, which we refer to as the PerHorizon Weighted Importance Sampling (PHWIS) estimator:
V̂PHWIS =

X

Wl P

1

{τi |Ti =l}

l∈L

|

X
wi

{τi |Ti =l}

{z

wi

Ti
X

Ri,t

t=1

WIS estimate on l-length trajectories

}

1
Probability of Choosing Policy πY

1 − δMC δ for some δ ≤ 0.5, and for all k ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . },
Algorithm 2 is a safe policy selection algorithm with respect to MC,kn with probability 1 − δ when we have n
samples drawn from πb . It is a transitively fair policy
selection algorithm whenever δMC ≤ 0.25.

0.8
On Policy
PHWIS-Evaluation
PHWIS-Estimated
PHWIS-Behavior
IS
WIS

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

20

40

60

80

L

Figure 3: Probability of various estimators choosing πY
over πX for different values of L in the domain given in
Section 4.2 with 1000 trajectories drawn from the uniform random behavior policy. For each estimator, the
probability of outputting πY was estimated using 100 independent estimates.
where L is the set of trajectory lengths that appear in the
data and Wl is a weight for the relative importance of
each trajectory length.
Notice that in the domain in Section 4.2, the length of the
trajectories did not depend on the policy that was used
to generate them; in such cases, we can use the following weights: Wl (Behavior) , |{τi |Tni =l}| . The weights
simply count the proportion of trajectories in our data
(i.e., generated by the behavior policy) that have length
l. We will refer to PHWIS with this weighting scheme
as PHWIS-Behavior. Now we will see how this estimator performs on the domain in Section 4.2 (Figure 2)
where L ∈ {1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80} given 1000 trajectories from the uniform random behavior policy. Figure 3
shows that while IS and WIS are unfair (choose πX more
often than πY ) when the long trajectories are of length
20, PHWIS-Behavior always chooses the policy that the
on-policy Monte Carlo estimator would choose (i.e., πX
when L = 1, and πY otherwise).
However, note that in cases where different policies
may generate trajectories of different lengths (for example, bad policies causing users to dropout sooner),
this simple form of weighting might not work too well.
Ideally, we would like to use the following weights:
Wl (Evaluation) , Pr(1 (|τ | = l|τ ∼ πe )), where πe is
the evaluation policy for which we would like to estimate V̂ πe . We cannot actually compute these weights
because we do not know the probability of any trajectory being generated by the evaluation policy, but when
we have ground truth, we can use the PHWIS-Evaluation
estimator as a point of comparison. To approximate these
weights, we can take the weighted importance sampling
estimate of the trajectory lengths generated
by the bePn
havior policy: Wl (WIS) , Pn 1 wi i=1 wi 1 (Ti = l)
i=1

7.1

POLICY-DEPENDENT TRAJECTORY
LENGTHS

Consider a MDP that has three states—s0 , s1 , and s2 —
and two actions—X and Y . The agent starts in s0 and,
on the first time step, if the agent takes action X, they
deterministically transition to s1 and receives a reward
of r, and if the agent takes action Y , they transition deterministically to s2 and receive a reward of 1. Thereafter
the agent will always remain in the same state until the
trajectory ends and will receive a reward of r whenever
it takes action X in state s1 , a reward of 1 whenever it
takes action Y in state s2 , and a reward of 0 otherwise. If
the first action was X, the trajectory will end with probability 0.05 after each action, and if the first action was
Y , the trajectory will end with probability 0.01 after each
action. Thus, taking action Y in the beginning will result
in a trajectory that is five times as long in expectation.
The behavior policy πb takes each action with probability 0.5. Again, we want to compare two policies: πX ,
which takes action X with probability 0.99, and πY ,
which takes action Y with probability 0.99. Whether πX
or πY is better will depend on r. The policies have the
same value when r = 5, because the difference in rewards offsets the difference in lengths.
Figure 4 shows which policy is chosen when using different estimators for the domain described above with
various values for r. We find that the IS, WIS, and even
PHWIS-Behavior estimators are unfair regardless of the

1
Probability of Choosing Policy πY

(i.e., rather than reweighing the rewards of all the trajectories generated by the behavior policy, we reweigh
the probability that trajectories of length l are generated by the behavior policy). While this is a seemingly reasonable thing to do, this estimate will still
suffer from high variance for the same reason the
WIS estimator does, which would again lead to assigning small weights for longer trajectories. Instead
we propose a heuristic way to make weights for different trajectory lengths have comparable magnitudes:
Pn
1/T
Wl (Estimated) , Pn 1 wi i=1 wi i 1 (Ti = l). The
i=1
idea behind these weights is that they should give us a
sense of which weights are preferred by the evaluation
policy while maintaining that weights of different trajectory lengths have comparable magnitudes. As we see
in Figure 3, PHWIS-Estimated has almost identical performance to PHWIS-Behavior and PHWIS-Evaluation
(with just a small probability of choosing the wrong policy when both trajectory lengths are short). However, the
true value of using such an estimator comes in domains
where the length of a trajectory depends on the policy,
and so PHWIS-Behavior may not be sufficient. We now
examine one such domain.

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

r

Figure 4: Probability of various estimators choosing πY
over πX for different values of r in the domain given in
Section 7.1.
value of r (except for PHWIS-Behavior when r = 1).
PHWIS-Evaluation tracks the on-policy estimator reasonably well, only sometimes choosing the wrong policy in the r = 4 case. PHWIS-Estimated similarly tracks
the on-policy estimator reasonably well, but it sometimes
chooses the wrong policy in the r = 3 case and is unfair when r = 4. Thus, PHWIS-Estimated seems to be
a reasonable policy selection estimator to use in such
domains, and can be much better than using PHWISBehavior in some cases.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we examined the problem of off-policy policy selection and introduced a new property for policy
selection algorithms called fairness. We showed that importance sampling is unfair when used for policy selection even though it is an unbiased estimator for policy
evaluation. We presented two approaches to deal with
this issue, a theoretical solution and a new practical estimator. This is but a first step in tackling the issue of
fairness in off-policy policy selection. Our hope is that
our introduction of the notion of fairness for policy selection will result in growing interest on the challenges
involved in doing off-policy policy selection, including
how unfairness propagates to policy search methods that
optimize over an infinite class of policies.
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